Deliver an Exceptional
Candidate Experience
while Maximizing
Recruiter Productivity
Jobvite Hire: A Leading Applicant
Tracking System
In a world of near perfect employment where candidates are in control, the rules of recruiting have changed and
you need to adapt. Jobvite Hire is a powerful, easy-to-use solution that uses automation and intelligence to help you
engage deeply with candidates while increasing recruiting speed and quality.

Reach High Quality Candidates
Faster
• Extend your employer brand through automated
job invitations that are sent from your employees
accounts to their social networks
• Increase the visibility of your open jobs through
200+ global social networks
• Lower candidate drop-off with an easy application
process that is mobile friendly and doesn’t require
a login
• Identify the best candidates automatically with
smart candidate ranking

Increase Recruiter and Hiring
Manager Efficiency
• Streamline your process with fully configurable
workflows
• Improve recruiting efficiency by using automation tools
such as candidate ranking and smart scheduler
• Empower busy hiring managers to submit interview
feedback and collaborate right from their mobile device
Having everything on one proven system makes our lives much easier and the efficiency on our
behalf makes it a better experience for everyone involved. Thanks to Jobvite, we hired 800 people
with 2 recruiters in 1 year.
- JEREMY RYDER, RECRUITING MANAGER, TREK BIKES

Optimize Performance with Rich
Analytics and Actionable Reports

KEY FEATURES OF JOBVITE HIRE
•

Jobvite Mobile Hiring Team App (iOS and
Android)—Included for Free

•

Jobvite Refer, a social referral solution

•

Standard career site (desktop and mobile)

•

Homepage dashboard

•

Configurable requisition, candidate, and
offer management workflows

• Predict and demonstrate your recruiting performance
against industry benchmarks, based on our database of
62M+ job seekers

•

Agency management

•

Custom, role-based permissions

•

Smart Scheduler (integrated with Outlook
and Google)

Start Where You Are and We’ll Support
Your Growth Every Step of the Way

•

Robust reporting and analytics

•

Peer and industry benchmarking

•

OFCCP, EEO, GDPR compliance

•

International language support

•

Integration with leading HR systems
including: HRIS, assessment, background
check vendors, and many more

•

SSAE16 SOC2 TYPE II certification

•

Award-winning customer support with
in-product chat, web, email, telephone,
and social channels

• Get a unified, 360-degree view of every candidate to
optimize each engagement
• Intelligently drive your talent pipeline with key
performance metrics
• Leverage prebuilt reports, easily generate new ones, or
visualize data on your homepage dashboard

• Easy-to-use and intuitive interface making recruiter and
hiring manager adoption a breeze
• Best practices are infused throughout the product and in
our rich Knoweldgebase
• Unmatched security leadership and battle-tested
scalable platform
• Proven success across all industries and organization sizes

Industry Recognition

A Leader in the Forrester
Wave onTalent Acquisition

A Leader in IDC MarketScape:
Worldwide Modern Talent
Acquisition Systems 2017

Customer Service Award –
5 years in a row

About Jobvite
Jobvite is leading the next wave of recruitment innovation with Continuous Candidate Engagement (CCE), a
candidate-centric recruiting model that helps companies engage candidates with meaningful experiences at the
right time, in the right way, from first look to first day. The Jobvite Platform infuses automation and intelligence into
today’s expanded recruiting cycle to increase the speed, quality, and cost-effectiveness of talent acquisition. Focused
exclusively on recruiting software since 2006 and headquartered in San Mateo, Jobvite has thousands of customers
including LinkedIn, Schneider Electric, Premise Health, Zappos.com, and Blizzard Entertainment. To learn more, visit
www.jobvite.com or contact us at sales@jobvite-inc.com.

